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White Award Assessment Sheet 

 
          Achieved (√) 
 
Acrobatic Exercises 
Forward Roll*         
Backward Roll*        
Cartwheel*         
Backward Roll to straight arms      
Dive Roll         
Dive Roll over partner       
 
Strength Exercises 
Press-ups*         
Arm wrestling*        
Sit-ups*         
Squats with leg hold        
Body lock overturns        
 
Exercises to develop speed and co-ordination 
Legs throw back on command*      
Legs throw back on the move on command*    
Who can step behind opponents back fastest*    
Run around opponent*       
 
Exercises to develop flexibility 
Alternate arms linked behind the back     
Arch and bridge from lying position      
Legs wide apart, body to the left, right and forward   
Alternate bringing legs behind the head     
Seated, straight legs outstretched, touching toes     
 
Stance  
High*          
Medium*         
Low*          
Close*          
Medium*         
Open*          
 
Ground position (par terre)*       
 
Grips 
Hook*          
Lock*          
Wrist Grip by one hand*       
Cross Hand*         
Elbow Grip by one hand*       
Elbow Grip two hands*       



 
Holds in freestyle wrestling 
Double arm lock*        
Head and shoulder hold from above*     
Single leg grip with both hands*      
Ways to break balance 
Forward*         
Backward*         
To the left*         
To the right*         
 
Special Exercises 
Head support on the mat on bent arms, circular moves 
forward and backward, to the left and to the right    
Head support on the mat without support of arms, 
circular moves forward and backward, 
to the left and to the right       
Turns over on the bridge with body lock     
 
Defence against leg attacks 
Kick back legs on command*      
Kick back legs on an arm gesture*      
 
A few basic holds 
Standing position 
Duck under*         
Single leg to double leg attack*      
 
Ground position 
Double arm hold from side*       
Arm bar*         
 
Total Achieved (out of 49) …………..../49  
 
Level of Award: 
Pass   (more than 50% i.e. 25 achievements)     
 
Merit    (more than 70% i.e. 35 achievements, to include all * red)  
 
Distinction (more than 90% i.e. 45 achievements, to include all * red)  
 
Candidate 
Signature………………………………………………  Date …………………………………… 
 
 
Assessor Signature………………………………………………..Date………………………. 
 
 

 


